Tropolone-Conjugated DNA: Fluorescence Enhancement in the Duplex.
Tropolone (2-hydroxycyclohepta-2,4,6-triene-1-one and tautomer) is a non-benzenoid bioactive natural chromophore with pH-dependent fluorescence character and extraordinary metal binding affinities, especially with transition-metal ions Cu2+ /Zn2+ /Ni2+ . This report describes the syntheses and biophysical studies of a new tropolonyl thymidine [(4(5)-hydroxy-5(4)-oxo-5(4)H-cyclohepta-1,3,6-trienyl)thymidine] (tr-T) nucleoside and of corresponding tropolone-conjugated DNA oligonucleotides that form B-form DNA duplex structures with a complementary DNA strand, although their duplex structures are less stable than that of the control. Furthermore, the stabilities of those DNA duplex structures are lowered by the presence of increasing numbers of tr-T residue or by decreasing pH of their environments. Most importantly, these duplex structures are made fluorescent because of the presence of the tropolone moieties conjugated to the thymidine residues. The fluorescence behavior of those duplex structures exhibits pH dependence, with stronger fluorescence at lower pH and weaker fluorescence at high pH. Importantly, the fluorescence characters of tr-DNA oligonucleotides are significantly enhanced by nearly threefold after duplex structure formation with their complementary control DNA oligonucleotide. Further, the fluorescence behavior of these tr-DNA duplex structures is also dependent on the pH conditions. Hence, tropolonyl-conjugated DNA represents a class of new fluorescent analogues that might be be employed for sensing DNA duplex formation and provide opportunities to improve fluorescence properties further.